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        Maseches Megilah, Daf  כ – Daf כו 

 

Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas R’ Avrohom Abba ben R’ Dov HaKohen, A”H  
vl’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom Yehuda 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 20---כ--------------------------------------- 
R’ YEHUDA MACHSHIR B’KATAN 

• A Braisa says, R’ Yehuda said, I read the megilla before R’ Tarfon and the Elders in Lod when I was a minor. The 
Chachomim told R’ Yehuda, that testimony cannot act as a proof to your view, because you were a minor when 
it happened, and we do not accept the testimony of a minor.  

o A Braisa says, Rebbi said, I read the megilla before R’ Yehuda when I was a minor. The Chachomim said 
to him, you cannot bring a proof to a view from that, because R’ Yehuda is the view that allows a minor 
to read the megilla.  

▪ Q: Why didn’t they answer him like they did R’ Yehuda, that we don’t accept testimony from a 
minor!? A: They actually gave him both answers. 

 
MISHNA 

• One may not read the megilla, do a bris milah, go to the mikveh (from being tamei as a zav or tamei meis), 
sprinkle the parah adumah, or have a woman who only needs one clean day to become tahor go to the mikveh, 
until netz hachama (sunrise) has arrived. If any of these were done from the time of the suns’s first rays (amud 
hashachar), it is valid. 

 
GEMARA 

• The megilla must be done by day based on the pasuk of “V’hayamim ha’eileh” – which teaches that it must be 
by day.  

o Q: This seems to argue with R’ Yehoshua ben Levi who says that the megilla must be read at night and 
then again by day!? A: The Mishna is only discussing the day time reading, but may agree that it must be 
read at night as well.  

• Milah must be done by day based on the pasuk of “U’vayom hashmini yimol”. 

• Tevilla and sprinkling of parah aduma must be done by day based on the pasuk of “v’hiza hatamei ahl hatahor 
bayom hashvi’i”, and there is then a hekesh from sprinkling to toiveling. 

o Q: Why is the woman’s tevila mentioned separately in the Mishna? A: We would have thought that just 
as a zav who sees one discharge may go to the mikveh on that very day, so too a woman in this 
situation, may count the night as her clean “day” and go to the mikveh that night. The Mishna therefore 
teaches that it must wait for morning, because she must count a clean day. 

V’KULAN SHE’ASU MISHE’ALAH AMUD HASHACHAR KASHER  

• Q: How do we know that from amud hashachar it is already considered to be daytime? A: Rava said, the pasuk 
says Hashem called “l’ohr (when it begins to get light) yom (was called day)”, which refers to amud hashachar. 

o Q: If so, when the pasuk says “V’lachoshech kara layla” it should be taken to mean that it is already 
night when it begins to get dark, and we pasken that is not so! A: R’ Zeira said, a pasuk says that the 
people worked from amud hashachar until tzeis kahochavim, and the night was spent watching, while 
the day was spent working. We see that from amud hashachar it is already considered to be daytime.  

 
MISHNA 

• The entire day is valid for: reading the megilla, saying Hallel, blowing shofar, taking the lulav, davening mussaf, 
bringing the Korbon Mussaf, saying the viduy over the oxen brought when Sanhedrin or the Kohen Gadol 
pasken wrong and cause people to sin, saying viduy with the maaser, saying viduy on Yom Kippur, for leaning on 
a Korbon, for shechita, for waving the korbon, for bringing the Korbon Mincha to the Mizbe’ach, for doing the 
kemitza and the offering of the mincha onto the Mizbe’ach, for melika (killing of a bird Korbon with the 
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thumbnail of the Kohen), for receiving the blood, for offering the blood, for giving the Sotah to drink the special 
water, for doing an eglah arufah process, and for the purifying process of a metzora. 

• The entire night is valid for: cutting the barley for the Omer and for burning the fats and limbs of a korbon. 

• The general rule is, any mitzvah that must be done by day, may be done the entire day. Any mitzvah which must 
be done at night, may be done the entire night. 

 
GEMARA 

• The source for all the things listed in the Mishna are as follows: 
o Megilla – “V’hayamim ha’eileh nezkarim v’naasim” 
o Hallel – “Mimizrach shemesh ahd mevo’o”. R’ Yosef says it is from “zeh hayom asa Hashem”. 
o Lulav – “Ulikachtem lachem bayom harishon” 
o Shofar – “Yom teruah yihiyeh lachem” 
o Korbon Mussaf – “Dvar yom b’yomo”. The tefilas mussaf is then given the same Halacha as the Korbon 

Mussaf. 
o The Viduy over the korbanos – we learn a gezeirah shava from the viduy of Yom Kippur, regarding which 

the pasuk says “Bayom hazeh yichaper”. 
o The Viduy over the maaser – after discussing the viduy, the pasuk says “Hayom hazeh Hashem Elokecha 

mitzavicha”. 
o Semicha and Shechita – there is a hekesh between semicha and shechita, and regarding shechita the 

pasuk says “b’yom zivchachem”. 
o Tenufa – “Beyom hanifchem es ha’omer” 
o Hagasha (bring the korbon to the Mizbe’ach) – this is learned from tenufa through a hekesh. 
o Melika, Kemitza, Haktara, and Hazaya – the pasuk regarding offering a korbon (which includes all these 

processes) says “Biyom tzavoso es Bnei Yisrael”. 
o Sotah – We learn a gezeirah shava from a Din Torah (court case). Just as that must be done by day, so 

too the drinking of the Sotah must be done by day.  
o Egla Arufah – the Yeshiva of R’ Yanai said, the pasuk says “kaparah” here, as it says regarding a korbon. 

This teaches that it too must be done by day.  
o Metzorah – “Zos tihiyeh toras hametzorah b’yom taharaso”. 

KOL HALAYLA KASHER LIKTZIRAS HAOMER… 

• The source for these things are as follows: 
o Omer – We have learned that the cutting and counting must be done at night, and the offering must be 

done by day.  
o Burning of the fats and the limbs – “Kol halayla ahd haboker”. 

ZEH HAKLAL DAVAR SHEMITZVASO BAYOM KASHER KOL HAYOM 

• Q: What does this come to include? A: This comes to include the setting up and the removing of the spoons of 
the levona from the Shulchan, according to the view of R’ Yose, who says that there can be time between the 
removal of the old Lechem Hapanim and the placement of the new (it had to take place the same day, but need 
not be done the same instant). The Mishna teaches that it must be done some time during that day. 

DAVAR SHEMITZVASO BALAYLA KASHER KOL HALAYLA 

• Q: What does this come to include? A: This comes to include the eating of the Korbon Pesach. This is in contrast 
to R’ Elazar ben Azarya, who darshens a pasuk to teach that it may only be eaten until chatzos. 

 
HADRAN ALACH PEREK HAKOREI L’MAFREYA!!! 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 21---כא--------------------------------------- 
PEREK HAKOREI OMEID -- PEREK SHLISHI 

 
MISHNA 
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• One may read the megilla while standing or sitting. It may be read by one person or even by 2 people reading 
simultaneously. Where the minhag is to make a bracha on the megilla, one should be made. If it is not the 
minhag, it should not be made.  

• On Monday, Thursday, and Shabbos mincha, we call up 3 people to read from the Torah. No less and no more, 
and we do not read a haftorah. The first one called up makes a bracha before he begins and the last one makes a 
bracha when he concludes. On Rosh Chodesh and Chol Hamoed we call up 4 people, no less and no more, and 
again there is no haftorah read. Again, the first one called up makes a bracha before he begins and the last one 
makes a bracha when he concludes. The general rule is, any day that there is mussaf, but it is not a Yom Tov, we 
call up 4 people. On Yom Tov we call up 5 people. On Yom Kippur we call up 6. On Shabbos we call up 7. We may 
not call up less, but we may call up more people. After the Torah reading, we read from the haftorah as well. 
Again, the first one called up makes a bracha before he begins and the last one makes a bracha when he 
concludes. 

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, reading from the Torah may not be done while sitting.  
o R’ Avahu learns this from the pasuk where Hashem told Moshe “V’atah poh amod imadi” (You stand 

here with Me).  
▪ R’ Avahu said, this pasuk also teaches that a rebbi should not be sitting at a higher level than his 

talmidim (as we see that Hashem “stood” just like Moshe stood). 
o A Braisa says, from the days of Moshe to the days of R’ Gamliel, they would always stand when they 

learned Torah. When R’ Gamliel passed away, people became weak, and they began to learn while 
sitting.  

▪ This is what is meant by the Mishna that says that after R’ Gamliel’s passing, the honor of Torah 
became batul.  

o Q: In one pasuk Moshe says that he sat on the mountain (while learning the Torah) and another pasuk 
says that he stood!? A: Rav said, he stood when he learned, and then sat when he reviewed what he 
had learned. R’ Chanina said, he stayed in a bent over, leaning position (which was not quite standing or 
sitting). R’ Yochanan said that “sitting” means that he “remained” there, not that he actually sat down. 
Rava said, he stood during the parts that were easier to learn, and sat for the more difficult parts.  

KERA’AH ECHAD KERUHAH SHNAYIM YATZU… 

• A Braisa says, we would not be yotzeh if 2 people read simultaneously from the Torah.  
o A Braisa says, one person reads from the Torah and another translates, but not 2 simultaneously. When 

reading from the Nevi’im, one should read and even 2 may translate together, but 2 may not read 
together. Regarding Hallel and megilla, even 10 people may read together and 10 may translate 
together.  

▪ Hallel and megilla are treated differently, because they are beloved to people, and people will 
therefore make sure to hear what is being said in any case.  

MAKOM SHENAHAGU LIVAREICH YIVAREICH  

• Abaye said, this is referring to the bracha made after the megilla reading. However, a bracha must surely be 
made before the reading, as R’ Yehuda in the name of Shmuel said, all brachos on mitzvos should be said “over 
laasiyason” (before being performed).  

o Q: Where do we see the word “oiver” means “before”? A: R’ Nachman bar Yitzchak said, a pasuk says 
“vayavor es hakushi” (he went before the kushi). Abaye said, a pasuk says “vehu ovar lifneihem” (he 
went before them). Another pasuk says “vayavor malkam lifneihem” (their king went before them). 

o Q: What bracha is made before reading the megilla? A: R’ Sheishes of Katrazya was by R’ Sheishes and 
he made the brachos of “ahl mikra megilla”, “she’asa nissim”, and “shehechiyanu”. 

o Q: What bracha is made after reading the megilla? A: “Baruch Ata Hashem harav es riveinu…baruch Ata 
Hashem hanifra l’Yisrael mikol tzareihem”. Rava said to end with “Hakeil hamoshiya”. R’ Pappa 
therefore said, to combine both these endings together. 

B’SHEINI UVACHAMISHI B’SHABBOS B’MINCHA KORIN SHLOSHA… 
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• Q: What do the 3 aliyos correspond to? A: R’ Assi said, to Torah, Nevi’im, and Kesuvim. Rava said, to Kohanim, 
Levi’im, and Yisraelim.  

• Q: R’ Simi taught that a minimum of 10 pesukim must be read. What do these 10 pesukim correspond to? A: R’ 
Yehoshua ben Levi said, to the 10 people who sit all day in Beis Medrash and learn Torah. R’ Yosef said, to the 
Aseres Hadibros. R’ Yochanan said, to the 10 statements that Hashem used to create the world, which are the 
times that is says “Vayomer” in the story of Creation.  

o Q: There are only 9 times that it says “Vayomer” over there!? A: The word “Bereishis” is also considered 
to be a statement, with which Hashem created heaven and earth.  

o Rava said, if when these 10 pesukim are divided among the 3 people, the first person reads 4 (leaving 
only 3 each for the other people), he is praiseworthy (as we find that the boxes used to collect the 
machtzis hashekel were labeled in numerical order so that the first ones given should be used first, 
which shows that it is praiseworthy to be first), if the second person reads 4 he is praiseworthy (as we 
find that the lights of the Menorah all leaned towards the middle light, showing that the middle is 
praiseworthy), and if the third person is the one who reads 4 he is praiseworthy (as we know that we go 
higher in matters of kedusha, and never lower).  

▪ R’ Pappa was once in the Beis Medrash of Avi Gover, and he praised the first person for having 
read 4 pesukim. 

EIN POCHSIN MEIHEN V’EIN MOSIFIN 

• A Braisa says, the first person makes a bracha before he begins to read, and the last person makes a bracha 
when he concludes. 

o Today, the reason why each person makes a bracha before and after is to prevent the latecomers and 
the people who leave early from thinking that a bracha need not be made. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 22---כב--------------------------------------- 
B’ROSHEI CHODASHIM U’VICHOLO SHEL MOED KORIN ARBA’AH… 

• Ulla bar Rav asked Rava, how is the Rosh Chodesh reading to be read? The first parsha read contains 8 pesukim. 
If we are to have 2 people read 3 pesukim each, that would leave 2 pesukim in that parsha, and we have learned 
that we are not to leave over less than 3 pesukim when reading a parsha. If we are to allow the first 2 people to 
read 4 pesukim each (and complete that first parsha), that would leave the next parsha of 2 pesukim, and the 
third parsha of 5 pesukim (for a total of 7 remaining pesukim). We can’t allow the 3rd person to read the 2 
pesukim of the second parsha and one of the 3rd parsha, because we have learned that we don’t begin a parsha 
unless 3 pesukim will be read. The 3rd person can’t read 3 of the 3rd parsha, because that would only leave 2 
pesukim remaining for the 4th one to be called to the Torah. So what should be done? Rava said, I have not 
heard an answer to this question, but I have heard an answer to a similar question. We have learned that the 
Torah reading for the people of the maamud on certain days contains only 5 pesukim which must be split among 
2 of the people who are called to the Torah. Regarding that, a Braisa brings a machlokes between Rav and 
Shmuel as to how to divide these pesukim. Rav says the second reader rereads one pasuk that the first person 
read. Shmuel says they split the middle pasuk.  

o Rav says they reread, because he holds that we may not stop at a place where Moshe did not institute a 
stop.  

o Q: How can Shmuel say that they split the pasuk? We find that R’ Chanina Hagadol only allowed 
splitting a pasuk when teaching children, to allow for easier learning!? A: Shmuel would say, the reason 
R’ Chanina allowed it there was because there was no better solution. Here too, there is no better 
solution. 

o Q: Why doesn’t Shmuel say to reread one of the previous pesukim? A: It is a gezeirah so that if one 
enters the shul when the second person is reading, or before the second person begins to read, he 
should not think that there is someone who is reading less than 3 pesukim.  

o Q: A Braisa says, a parsha of 6 pesukim can be read by 2 people. If a parsha only has 5 pesukim, one 
person can read 3 pesukim, and another person can read the remaining 2 pesukim of that parsha and 
should read one from the next parsha. Others say that we don’t begin a parsha unless we will read 3 
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pesukim from it, so the second person should therefore read 3 pesukim from the next parsha. Why is 
this so? According to Rav, the second person should reread one of the previous pesukim, and according 
to Shmuel, they should split the middle pasuk!? A: The case of this Braisa is different, because he is not 
limited to this parsha, therefore he has the option to read into the next parsha. 

▪ R’ Tanchum in the name of R’ Yehoshua ben Levi paskened like the Others in the Braisa.  
▪ R’ Tanchum in the name of R’ Yehoshua ben Levi also said, just as one may not begin to read a 

parsha unless he will read 3 pesukim, one may also not leave over less than 3 pesukim 
remaining to a parsha.  

• Q: This seems obvious!? If regarding the Halacha of beginning the parsha, the Others 
are more machmir, clearly they will be so regarding leaving over pesukim at the end as 
well!? A: We would think that we only have to be worried for latecomers, but not for 
people leaving early (people will not leave a shul when the Torah is being read). The 
Braisa teaches that we must be concerned for both.  

• Q: Why is the T”K only worried about the people who leave early, but not about the 
latecomers? A: The latecomers will ask the people there what took place, and they will 
understand how the Torah was read to that point. However, the people who leave early 
have no one to ask, and will think that someone read less than 3 pesukim.  

o Q: Rabbah the son of Rava asked R’ Yosef, how do we pasken regarding the maamud Torah reading? A: 
He answered, we repeat a pasuk, and it is the second person who repeats the pasuk. 

ZEH HAKLAL KOL SHEYEISH BO MUSSAF… 

• Q: How many people get called to the Torah on a fast day? Do we say that since there is no Korbon Mussaf, only 
3 people get called up, or do we say that since there are additional tefillos, 4 people should get called up? A: The 
Mishna says, “On Rosh Chodesh and Chol Hamoed 4 people are called up”. This suggests that a fast day will only 
have 3 people called up. 

o Q: The Mishna also says that on Monday, Thursday, and Shabbos mincha, 3 people are called up. This 
suggests that on a fast day there should be 4 people called up!? Obviously, we can’t bring a proof from 
our Mishna. 

o Q: Maybe we can bring a proof from Rav. He went to Bavel on a fast day. He was called to the Torah, 
made a bracha, read, and then did not make a bracha afterwards. Also, when the other people fell on 
their faces (to say tachanun), Rav did not. Now, Rav was a Yisrael, so the only reason he would not have 
made a bracha after reading was because there was going to be someone reading after him, and we 
therefore see that there must be 4 people who were called to the Torah on the fast day! A: It may be 
that Rav was called up as the first person even though he was not a Kohen. We find that R’ Huna would 
get the first Aliyah as well, although he was not a Kohen.  

▪ Q: R’ Huna was given that distinction because he was the undisputed greatest of his time. 
However, Rav lived in the time of Shmuel, who was a Kohen, and therefore Rav would not have 
been given the first Aliyah!? A: Rav was greater than Shmuel, however in front of Shmuel he 
would accord him honor. When Shmuel was not there, it is very possible that Rav got the very 
first Aliyah. It also makes sense that he got the first Aliyah, because if not, why did he make a 
bracha before he read (the Mishna said only the first Aliyah makes a bracha before reading)! 

• It may be that he made the bracha, because at that time the Rabanan had already 
instituted that all the people called to the Torah should make a bracha before the 
reading.  

• Q: If so, why didn’t he make a bracha after the reading as well (this was also part of the 
Rabbinic institution)!? A: Rav was not concerned that people would leave early from a 
shul that he was davening in (which was the concern that caused the Rabanan to 
institute making the bracha after the reading).  

o We can bring a proof from a Braisa that says, on days where people are working, like a fast day, we 
make 3 aliyos, and on a day when people are not working, like Rosh Chodesh and Chol Hamoed, we 
make 4 aliyos. This is a clear proof – SHEMA MINAH. 
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▪ Q: R’ Ashi asked, our Mishna gave a general rule, that any day which has an addition (to the 
tefillos) has 4 aliyos, which would seem to say that a fast day has 4 aliyos!? A: This can’t be the 
proper understanding of our Mishna, because with that understanding, our Mishna would not 
follow the T”K or R’ Yose of a Braisa. The Braisa says that when Tisha B’Av falls on Monday or 
Thursday, we make 3 aliyos including maftir, and if it falls on Tuesday or Wednesday, we have 
one aliya which acts as the maftir. R’ Yose says there are always 3 aliyos. Neither shita in the 
Braisa would fit our Mishna according to R’ Ashi’s understanding, so he must be mistaken. 

• We must say that the “general rule” mentioned in our Mishna comes to teach that Rosh 
Chodesh and Chol Hamoed get 4 aliyos. Although this is mentioned explicitly in the 
Mishna, the Mishna gives this rule to teach that each day that is greater than the next 
gets an additional Aliyah. For example, on Rosh Chodesh and Chol Hamoed there is 
mussaf, so there are 4 aliyos. Since one may not do melacha on Yom Tov, there are 5 
aliyos. Since Yom Kippur carries the kares penalty, there are 6 aliyos. Since Shabbos 
carries the sekilah penalty, there are 7 aliyos.  

• A Braisa that was quoted above said that Rav did not fall on his face when the other people did.  
o Q: Why didn’t Rav fall on his face? A: The floor was made of stone, and we have learned that one may 

not fall on his face on a stone floor except in the Beis Hamikdash.  
▪ Q: Why did the rest of the people fall on their faces? A: The stone floor was only by Rav.  

• Q: Why didn’t he go near the other people on the other floor? A: He did not want to 
bother the tzibbur by making them get up for him as he walked by.  

• We can also answer that the entire floor was stone. Rav had the minhag to fully spread 
his hands and his feet when saying tachnun, and it is only this type of falling that is assur 
on a stone floor. The other people didn’t do this, so for them it was mutar. 

• Q: Why didn’t he just fall like the other people? A: He did not want to change his 
minhag.  

• We can also answer that the floor was not made of stone. Rav did not fall on his face, 
because R’ Elazar said, a prominent person may not fall on his face unless he is certain 
that his tefilla will be answered.  

o A Braisa says, “Kidah” – is bowing on the face; “Kri’ah” – is kneeling; 
“Hishtachva’ah” – is laying down fully on the ground. 

• Levi once demonstrated “kidah” for Rebbi, and he became lame in the process.  
o Q: We have learned that Levi became lame as punishment for speaking 

improperly towards Hashem!? A: He injured himself when he was in a 
dangerous situation (while showing the kidah process), only because he was 
deserving of punishment.  

• R’ Chiya bar Avin said, I saw Abaye and Rava say tachnun while leaning on their sides 
(so as not to fall on their faces).  

 

---------------------------------------Daf גכ ---23--------------------------------------- 
B’YOM TOV CHAMISHA B’YOM HAKIPURIM SHISHA… 

• Q: A Braisa brings a machlokes: R’ Yishmael says that there are 5 aliyos on Yom Tov, 6 on Yom Kippur, and 7 on 
Shabbos, and there may not be less or more. R’ Akiva says, there are 5 on Yom Tov, 7 on Yom Kippur, and 6 on 
Shabbos, and there may not be less but there may be more. The Mishna seems to follow neither shita of the 
Braisa (according to R’ Yishmael we may not add aliyos, and according to R’ Akiva the number of aliyos are 
different than stated in the Mishna)!? A: Rava said, the Mishna follows the shita of the Tanna Divei R’ Yishmael, 
where R’ Yishmael is quoted as stating exactly as our Mishna states.  

o Q: If so there is a contradiction between the 2 statements of R’ Yishmael!? A: They are stated by 2 
different Tanna’im, each with a conflicting view as to what R’ Yishmael said. 
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o Q: A Braisa says, on Yom Tov we begin davening later and finish early, on Yom Kippur we begin early and 
end late, and on Shabbos we begin early and end early. This would seem to only follow R’ Akiva, who 
says that there is an additional Aliyah on Yom Kippur, and would thus explain why we end later? A: It 
may even follow R’ Yishmael. The reason we end later on Yom Kippur is because the tefillos of Yom 
Kippur are very long.  

• Q: What do the numbers 3, 5, and 7 (the numbers of the aliyos on the various days) correspond to? A: There is a 
machlokes between R’ Yitzchak bar Nachmeini and R’ Shimon ben Pazi – one says they correspond to the 
number of words in the 3 pesukim of Birchas Kohanim, and the other says they correspond to the 3 officers who 
guard the palace, the 5 who see the king’s face, and the 7 who see the king’s face.  

o R’ Yosef taught a Braisa that said like the second view. Abaye asked him, why did you never explain this 
to me until now? He replied, I had no idea that you didn’t know this. Did you ever ask me!? 

• Q: Yaakov Minaah asked R’ Yehuda, what do the 6 aliyos of Yom Kippur correspond to? A: He answered, they 
correspond to the 6 people that stood on each side of Ezra when he read the Torah. Although the pasuk lists 7 
on Ezra’s left side, Zacharya and Meshulem are actually the same person (he was called Meshulem because he 
was completely righteous). 

• A Braisa says, all are valid to be called to the Torah for one of the aliyos, even a minor and a woman. However, 
the Chachomim said that a woman should not be called up, so as to retain the honor of the tzibbur. 

o Q: Is the maftir considered to be one of the 7 aliyos or not? A: R’ Huna and R’ Yirmiya bar Abba argued: 
one said that it does count towards the 7 (after all, he reads from the Torah as well), and the other said 
that it does not (he only reads from the Torah to show kavod to the Torah, like Ulla said, and therefore 
he is not counted towards the 7 required aliyos). 

▪ Q: A Braisa says, the haftorah must be a minimum of 21 pesukim, corresponding to 3 pesukim 
for each of the 7 aliyos that were called to the Torah. Now, if the maftir is called in addition to 
the 7, we should require the haftorah to be 24 pesukim, to encompass the maftir as well!? A: 
Since he is only called to the Torah as a sign of respect for the Torah, we do not need to read 
pesukim in the haftorah corresponding to him.  

• Q: Rava asked, the haftorah of Parsha Tzav only has 17 pesukim, and yet we read it!? A: 
Those pesukim complete the subject matter, and therefore we need not read any more.  

• Q: R’ Shmuel bar Abba said that R’ Yochanan would many times stop the reading of the 
haftorah after reading just 10 pesukim!? A: R’ Tachlifa bar Shmuel taught, that when 
there is one who translates the haftorah as it is being read, we may read less than the 
21 pesukim (because it would be a bother for the tzibbur to read that many pesukim). 

 
MISHNA 

• The following things may not be done without the presence of a minyan: “Porsin Es Shema” (if there was no 
minyan while davening and a minyan showed up after davening, they would say kadish, barchu, and the first 
bracha of Shema), a chazzan to lead the tzibbur in davening, Birchas Kohanim, reading from the Torah for the 
tzibbur, reading the haftorah for the tzibbur, the standing and sitting procedure that was done at a funeral, the 
bracha of the mourner, the consoling of a mourner (as done when he walks between 2 rows of people), the 
bracha of a chassan, or using Hashem’s Name when making a “zimun” for birchas hamazon. 

• The appraising of land and people for purposes of hekdesh also requires 10 people, but those 10 people must 
consist of at least one Kohen. 

 
GEMARA 

• R’ Chiya bar Abba in the name of R’ Yochanan explained, the pasuk says “V’nikdashti b’soch Bnei Yisrael”, which 
teaches that any “davar shebikdusha” requires a minimum of 10 people to be present. 

o R’ Chiya taught, this is learned from a gezeirah shava on the word “toch”, which is written here and is 
written regarding the group associated with Korach as well. The group of Korach is itself learned from a 
gezeirah shava from the meraglim on the word “eida”, and teaches that just as the meraglim were 10 
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bad people (there were 12 meraglim, but Yehoshua and Kalev were not included along with them, 
because they were not bad), so too the people referred to in the pasuk were 10 people.  

• The sitting and standing process of a funeral is only done with 10 people, because we address the people as 
“yikarim”, and that is only proper when addressing at least 10 people.  

• Q: What is meant by “the bracha of the mourners”? A: This refers to the brachos that were said to the mourners 
when they ate their first meal after the burial. As R’ Yitzchak said in the name of R’ Yochanan, these brachos 
must be said with 10 people, and the mourner is not counted as one of the 10. The brachos of a chosson must 
also be said with 10 people, but the chosson may be counted towards the necessary 10. 

• We don’t use Hashem’s Name in zimun with less than 10 people, because it would not be proper to add 
“Elokeinu” with less than 10 people there.  

• Q: How do we know that appraisals for hekdesh require 10 people, of which one must be a Kohen? A: Shmuel 
said, the parsha regarding appraisals says the word “Kohen” 10 times – one is to require that a Kohen be 
present, and the other 9 mentions are an exclusion after an exclusion, which serves to include things. We 
therefore say that there must be at least one Kohen, but the other 9 can even be Yisraelim.  

o Q: Maybe we should darshen that every second mention of the word “Kohen” acts to include, but the 
others act to exclude, with the result being that we should need at least 5 of the people to be 
Kohanim!? A: KASHYEH. 

• Q: How can a person become hekdesh? A: R’ Avahu said, the Mishna is referring to a case where one promised 
his value to hekdesh. A Braisa teaches that in that case we appraise him as a slave, and that is his value. We 
learn from a hekesh that this is treated like an appraisal of land, and therefore requires 10 people, of which at 
least one must be a Kohen. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf דכ ---24--------------------------------------- 
MISHNA 

• One who reads from the Torah must read a minimum of 3 pesukim. He also should not read more than one 
pasuk at a time for the one who will be translating. When reading from the Navi, he may read up to 3 pesukim at 
one time. However, if the 3 pesukim in the Navi are 3 separate parshiyos, they must be read one by one.  

• We may skip to different sections when reading from the Navi, but not when reading from the Torah. How far 
may we skip? Only as far as we can move the sefer to the next place while the translator is still translating. 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: What do the 3 pesukim that must be read correspond to? A: R’ Assi said, they correspond to Torah, Nevi’im, 
and Kesuvim.  

• The Gemara brings an example of 3 consecutive pesukim that are each a separate parsha, and should therefore 
be read one by one.  

MEDALGIN B’NAVI V’EIN MEDALGIN BATORAH 

• Q: A Mishna in Yuma says that the Kohen Gadol would read from Parshas Acharei Mos and then from Parshas 
Emor. We see that we skip around even when reading from the Torah!? A: Abaye said, our Mishna (which 
prohibits it) discusses skipping when we can’t get to the next place within the time that it takes for the translator 
to finish. That Mishna in Yuma is discussing where we can move to the next place within that time.  

o Q: Our Mishna seems to say that only when skipping in Navi do we take into consideration whether we 
can skip within the time that the translator is still translating. However, when reading from the Torah, 
one may never skip!? A: Abaye said, skipping within one topic is allowed when reading from the Torah. 
Our Mishna is discussing skipping among more than one topic.  

▪ A Braisa says this as well, that one may skip when reading from the Torah as long as it is within 
the same topic, and is done while the translator is still translating. When reading from the Navi, 
we may even skip to another topic, as long as it is done while the translator is still translating.  

▪ A Braisa says, we may not skip from one Book of Navi to another. However, this may be done in 
the Sefer of Trei Assar, as long as we do not skip from the end of the Sefer to the beginning.  
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MISHNA 

• The person who typically gets the maftir is the one who should be “pores ahl Shema” (say the kadish, barchu, 
and birchas Shema), he should be the chazzan for kedusha, and if he is a Kohen he should lead the birchas 
Kohanim. If he is a minor, his father or his rebbi should do this in his place. 

• A minor may read from the Torah and be the translator, but he may not be pores ahl Shema, or be the chazzan, 
or do birchas Kohanim. 

• One whose legs are exposed may be pores ahl Shema, and may be the translator. However, he may not read 
from the Torah, be the chazzan or do birchas Kohanim.  

• A blind person may be pores ahl Shema and may be the translator. R’ Yehuda says, one who was blind from 
birth may not be pores ahl Shema.  

 
GEMARA 

• Q: Why is the one who gets maftir given all these additional honors? A: R’ Pappa said, we award him with honor 
because he was willing to read the haftorah, which does not carry honor with it. Rabbah bar Simi said, this was 
done to prevent him from getting into an argument with the chazzan (who gets paid, while the maftir is read for 
free). The difference between these reasons would be where the chazzan does not get paid.  

o Q: The Mishna said, if a minor gets maftir, his father or rebbi becomes the chazzan in his place. Now, a 
minor is not one to get in an argument with the chazzan, and yet he gets these honors. This is 
problematic according to Rabbah bar Simi!? A: We would not be concerned for the honor of a minor 
either, so even according to R’ Pappa this would be problematic. We must answer that we are 
concerned for the honor of the father and rebbi. Similarly, we are concerned that the father and rebbi 
would come to argue with the chazzan. 

POCHEI’ACH PORES AHL SHEMA 

• Q: Ulla bar Rav asked Abaye, may a minor with exposed legs read from the Torah? A: He answered, just as a 
naked minor could not read from the Torah in deference to the honor of the tzibbur, the same would be when 
only his legs were exposed. 

SUMA PORES AHL SHEMA 

• A Braisa says, the Chachomim said to R’ Yehuda, many people have darshened about the Merkava (Heaven, the 
Malachim, etc.) without actually seeing it. Similarly, a blind person should be able to make the bracha of Shema 
even though he has never actually seen the sun, moon, etc. that are mentioned in the bracha! R’ Yehuda held, 
that understanding the Merkava is about understanding in the mind. The bracha of Shema is said on benefiting 
from the light, and a blind person does not have such benefit. The Rabanan held that a blind man does benefit 
from light, as was told by R’ Yose in a Braisa. He explained based on a story that a blind person benefits from 
light in the sense that other people see him and can help him, when there is light.  

 
MISHNA 

• A Kohen who has a blemish on his hand should not do Birchas Kohanim. R’ Yehuda says, the same is true for a 
Kohen whose hands are colored from a dye, because people will stare at his hands.  

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, the blemishes that they said make a Kohen passul to do birchas Kohanim make him passul 
whether on his face, hands or feet.  

• R’ Yehoshua ben Levi says, a Kohen with spotted hands may not do birchas Kohanim. A Braisa says this as well, 
and adds that if the Kohen has crooked hands, he may not do birchas Kohanim.  

• R’ Assi said, a Kohen from Chaifa may not do birchas Kohanim, because they switch their pronunciations for 
ayins and alefs, which lead to different (and bad) meanings of the words of birchas Kohanim. 

o R’ Chiya told R’ Shimon bar Rebbi, if you were a Levi, you would be passul to sing in the Beis Hamikdash, 
because you have a heavy voice. R’ Shimon told this to his father. Rebbi told his son to mention a pasuk 
to R’ Chiya which would show that he mispronounced words. 
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• R’ Huna said, a Kohen whose eyes tear excessively should not do birchas Kohanim. 
o Q: There was such a Kohen in R’ Huna’s neighborhood who did do birchas Kohanim!? A: His 

neighborhood was familiar with him, so they would not stare at him. 

• R’ Yochanan says, a Kohen who is blind in one eye should not do birchas Kohanim.  
o Q: There was such a Kohen in R’ Yochanan’s neighborhood who did do birchas Kohanim!? A: His 

neighborhood was familiar with him, so they would not stare at him. 
R’ YEHUDA OMER MI SHEHAYU YADAV TZEVUOS… 

• A Braisa says, if most of the people in the city work with this dye (so their hands are likewise colored), he may do 
birchas Kohanim, because they will not stare at his hands.  

 
MISHNA 

• If one says, “I will not be the chazzan in colored clothing”, he may not be the chazzan even when wearing white 
clothing. If one says, “I will not be the chazzan when wearing sandals”, he may not be the chazzan even when 
barefoot.  

• If one makes his tefillin round, it is dangerous and he does not fulfill the mitzvah. If one places his tefillin on his 
forehead, or on his palm, that is the way of the heretics. If one covers his tefillin in gold, or if he puts his tefillin 
on his sleeve instead of directly on his arm, that is the way of the “outsiders”. 

 
GEMARA 

• We don’t allow this person to be the chazzan, because we are concerned that he is following the heretics (who 
would not daven in colored clothing, or in sandals).  

• Q: Maybe we can say that our Mishna is a proof for a Braisa that says that a Halacha L’Moshe MiSinai teaches 
that tefillin must be square? A: R’ Pappa said, our Mishna may be discussing where one made his tefillin round 
like a nut (which is dangerous because it can pierce the skull). However, it may be that our Mishna would allow a 
flat, round tefillin (which wouldn’t be dangerous). 

 

---------------------------------------Daf הכ ---25--------------------------------------- 
MISHNA 

• If one says “The good people should bless You (Hashem)”, this is considered the ways of the heretics.  

• If one says “Your mercy reaches the bird’s nest” (in reference to the mitzvah of shiluach hakein), or “Your Name 
is remembered for the Good that You do”, or he says “Modim, Modim”, we must silence him. 

• If one translates the parsha of arayos (forbidden relations) in a way that removes them from their literal 
meaning, we silence him. 

• If one says that the pasuk which forbids one to give his child to the Molech avodah zarah, should be understood 
to mean that one should not have a child with a non-Jewish woman, which child would then worship avodah 
zarah, we must strongly silence him (he totally distorts the pasuk and makes the kares penalty associated with 
the subject matter of the pasuk seem to go onto a different aveirah than is meant). 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: It is understandable why we must silence him when he says “Modim” twice (because it sounds like he is 
saying there is more than one god), and when he says that Hashem’s Name should be remembered for the good 
that He does (because a Mishna says that one must bless Hashem for the bad, just as he does for the good). 
However, why must we silence him when he says that Hashem’s mercy reaches the bird’s nest (referring to the 
mitzvah of shiluach hakein)? A: There is a machlokes between R’ Yose bar Avin and R’ Yose bar Zevida: one 
says, because it creates jealousy among the other creations (since it sounds like Hashem only has mercy on the 
birds, and nothing else), and the other says, because it is saying that the reason behind this mitzvah is mercy, 
whereas in truth its reason is not known to us. 

o A person once was the chazzan in front of Rabbah, and said “You have mercy on the birds, You should 
similarly show mercy to us as well”. Rabbah said, “Look how well this person knows how to strike favor 
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with Hashem”. Abaye asked, our Mishna says we must silence someone who says something like this!? 
In truth, Rabbah only said so to sharpen Abaye, to see if he would realize that he was wrong.  

o A person acted as the chazzan in front of R’ Chanina, and said many more praises of Hashem than are 
instituted to be said. R’ Chanina said to him, “Have you completed Hashem’s praise? We use the words 
that we do because they were said by Moshe in the Torah, and therefore instituted for us by the Anshei 
Kneses Hagedolah. Adding more is like praising a man who has millions of gold coins, and saying that he 
has silver coins. That is a disgrace, not a praise!” 

▪ R’ Chanina said, everything is in the hands of Heaven except for the fear of Heaven (that is up to 
each individual person), as Moshe says in the pasuk “Mah Hashem Elokecha sho’eil mei’imach ki 
ihm l’yirah”. 

• Q: The pasuk makes it sound like fearing Heaven is a simple matter!? A: For Moshe this 
was considered to be a simple matter. 

• R’ Zeira said, one who says “Shema, Shema” is like one who says “Modim, Modim”, and must be silenced.  
o Q: A Braisa says, one who says Shema and repeats it, is considered disgraceful. This suggests that it is 

disgraceful, but he would not need to be silenced!? A: The Braisa is discussing where he repeats each 
word after he says it. Our Mishna is discussing where he repeats each pasuk after he reads it.  

▪ Q: R’ Pappa asked Rava, maybe he is repeating himself because he did not have proper kavana 
when he said it the first time? A: Rava said, the fact that he can talk to Hashem and not have 
proper kavana is enough a reason to have him beaten with a hammer! 

HAMECHANEH BA’ARAYOS MISHASKIN OSO 

• R’ Yosef explains, the Mishna means that he explains the pasuk as prohibiting one to make known the disgrace 
of his father or mother.  

HAOMER U’MIZARACHA LO SITEIN L’HAVIR… 

• The Tanna Divei R’ Yishmael explained that the Mishna refers to one who says that this pasuk refers to the 
prohibition to have a child with a non-Jew. 

 
MISHNA 

• The story of Reuven (where he moved Yaakov’s bed from the tent of Bilhah to the tent of Leah) is read but not 
translated (because the literal translation makes it sound as if Reuven was actually mezaneh, but this is not the 
proper understanding).  

• The story of Tamar (where Yehuda was mezaneh with her) is read and translated.  

• The first mention of the story of the Eigel is read and translated. The second mention (where Aharon retells it) is 
read but not translated (a literal translation makes it sound as if the Eigel had its own, independent powers). 

• Birchas Kohanim, and the story of Dovid and Amnon are not read or translated.  

• We do not read haftorah from the Merkava (that discusses the Heavenly workings). R’ Yehuda says that we may. 
R’ Eliezer says that we do not read haftorah from “Hodah es Yerushalayim”. 

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, there are parts of Tanach that are read and translated, some that are read but not translated, and 
some that are neither read nor translated. The following are read and translated: 

o The story of Creation (we would have thought that doing so may lead to people questioning the 
workings of Heaven). 

o The story of Lot and his daughters (we would think that it should not be read in deference to the honor 
of Avrohom). 

o The story of Tamar and Yehuda (we would think that it should not be read in deference to the honor of 
Yehuda, we therefore are taught to read it because Yehuda’s confession is a tremendous praise for him). 

o The first mention of the story of the Eigel (we would think it should not be read in deference to the 
honor of the Yidden, we therefore learn that it should be read because it acts as a kapparah for them, 
and teaches all that forgiveness may always be had). 
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o The parsha of the curses and the brachos (we would think it should not be read out of concern that 
hearing the curses will cause people to give up and follow their desires). 

o The Torah’s punishments and warnings (we would think it should not be read because it may lead 
people to serve Hashem only out of fear). 

o The story of Amnon and Tamar (where Amnon was mezanah with his sister Tamar), and the story of 
Avshalom (where he was mezaneh with his father’s pilagshim) – (we would think it should not be read in 
deference to the honor of Dovid). 

o The story of the Pilegesh B’Giva (we would think that it should not be read in deference to the honor of 
Binyamin).  

o The section in the Navi of “Hoda es Yerushalayim” (this comes to exclude the shitah of R’ Eliezer, who 
says that this should not be read as a haftorah). 

• The following are read and not translated: 
o The story of Reuven. 

▪ We find that R’ Chanina ben Gamliel once stopped the translator from translating that part of 
the pasuk, and the Chachomim praised him for doing so. 

o The story of the Eigel as mentioned the second time (which is the story as retold by Aharon). 
▪ R’ Shimon ben Elazar says in a Braisa, we see how careful one must be when giving a response, 

because Aharon’s response can be taken to mean that the Eigel had its own powers.  
o The Birchas Kohanim (because it seems to say that Hashem shows favoritism to the Yidden, and the 

people will not realize that this is only because of the special way that the Yidden serve Hashem).  
o The story of Amnon and Dovid. 

▪ Q: We said earlier that it is read and translated!? A: We do not translate the words that say that 
Amnon was the son of Dovid, but we do translate the other words. 

• A Braisa says, all the pesukim that are written in a disgraceful way in the Torah, are read in a nicer way when 
reading for the tzibbur. The Braisa then gives a number of examples (e.g. the word “yishgalena” we read as 
“yishkavena”, etc.) 

o R’ Nachman said, although all forms of mockery are forbidden, one may mock avodah zarah, as can be 
seen in the pasuk that does so. 

▪ R’ Yannai learns the same concept from another pasuk.  
o R’ Huna bar Manoach in the name of R’ Acha the son of R’ Ika said, it is permitted for a Yid to taunt an 

idol worshipper and refer to the avodah zarah in a very derogatory fashion.  
▪ R’ Ashi said, one may taunt a person about whom it is known that he is an adulterer, and may 

call him and his mother with derogatory names. One is also permitted to praise a person who 
has a good reputation, and one who so praises shall have brachos rest on his head. 

 
HADRAN ALACH PEREK HAKOREI OMEID!!! 

 

---------------------------------------Daf וכ ---26--------------------------------------- 
PEREK BNEI HA’IHR – PEREK REVI’I 

 
MISHNA 

• If the people of a town sell the town square, the money must be used to purchase a Beis Hakneses. If they sell 
the Beis Hakneses, they must use the money to buy an Aron Kodesh. If they sell the Aron Kodesh, they must use 
the money to buy the cloth wrappings for the Torah. If they sell those, they must use the money to buy sefarim 
of Nevi’im and Kesuvim. If they sell those, they must use the money to buy a Sefer Torah. 

o The reverse order is not permitted (e.g. the money from selling a Sefer Torah may not be used for 
Nevi’im and Kesuvim, etc.) 

o The same order must be followed for any money left over after purchasing the allowable items.  
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GEMARA 

• Rabbah bar bar Chana in the name of R’ Yochanan said, the Mishna that says that the town square has some 
kedusha follows R’ Menachem bar Yose who would author anonymous statements. However, the Chachomim 
argue and say that the town square does not possess any kedusha.  

o R’ Menachem bar Yose holds there is kedusha, because it is used for davening on fast days and 
maamados. The Rabanan say, this occasional use does not give it any kedusha.  

BEIS HAKNESES LOKCHIN TEIVAH 

• R’ Shmuel bar Nachmeini in the name of R’ Yonason said, only the shul of a village may be sold, because it is 
deemed the private property of the villagers. However, the shul of a city may never be sold, because it is 
deemed public property, since it is used by many people from outside the city as well. 

o R’ Ashi said, the shul of Mata Mechasya, although many people from the outside come to it, since they 
only come to learn from me, I may sell the shul if I want.  

o Q: R’ Yehuda said in a Braisa that the coppersmiths had a shul in Yerushalayim that they sold to R’ 
Eliezer. We see that even the shul in a large city may be sold!? A: Since it was a small shul made by the 
coppersmiths themselves (not by the city) it was allowed to be sold.  

o Q: A Braisa says that tzaraas on the houses only takes effect on houses that are in “beis eretz 
achuzaschem” (land of your inheritance). This excludes the halachos of house nega’im from the city of 
Yerushalayim. R’ Yehuda argues and says that it only excludes the place of the Beis Hamidkash. This 
suggests, that according to R’ Yehuda even the shuls of Yerushalayim would be subject to nega’im. Now, 
according to R’ Shmuel they should not be, because they are not considered “your inheritance” since 
they can’t be sold!? A: R’ Yehuda meant to say that only “holy places” are not subject to nega’im, which 
would include the shuls, and would therefore follow the view of R’ Shmuel.  

▪ The machlokes in the Braisa is that the T”K holds that Yerushalayim was not divided among the 
shevatim (Yehuda and Binyamin, and therefore any house in it is not considered to be in the 
“land of your inheritance”), and R’ Yehuda holds that it was divided among the shevatim.  

• We find that this is a machlokes among Tanna’im of two Braisos as well. 

• Rava said, the limitations on use of the proceeds is only where the shul was not sold by the 7 trustees of the city 
in the presence of the people of the city. However, if it was sold by the 7 trustees in the presence of the people, 
the money may even be used to buy beer. 

o Ravina had the ruins of a shul in his field. He asked R’ Ashi whether he was allowed to plant that area. R’ 
Ashi told him to go and buy the ruins from the 7 city trustees in the presence of the city’s people, and he 
could then go and plant it. 

• Rami bar Abba was building a new shul, and wanted to destroy the old shul so that he could use bricks and 
beams from it for the new shul. He was unsure whether this was permitted based on the statement of R’ Chisda, 
which says that one may not destroy a shul until a replacement is built. Rami bar Abba felt that the reason for 
that may be based on the concern that the new shul will not be built due to some negligence. However, this case 
may be different. He was unsure and therefore asked R’ Pappa and R’ Huna. They each told him that it was 
prohibited.  

• Rava said, (given the proper circumstances) it is permitted to sell or exchange the shul, as discussed in the 
Mishna. However, it is never permitted to rent out or mortgage out a shul and then have it used for mundane 
purposes, because in such a case the shul would retain its kedusha and would be assur to be used for a 
mundane purpose. Even the bricks of an old shul may only be used when sold, but not when borrowed. 
However, bricks that were only designated for use in a shul may be used in any form. Even if one follows the 
view of “hazmanah milsah” (preparation of an item gives it the status of the future use of this item), that is only 
when it is in a state that it is ready to be used (e.g. clothing for a meis). However, loose bricks would not get the 
status of a shul.  

• There is a machlokes between R’ Acha and Ravina regarding whether a shul retains its kedusha when given as a 
gift (rather than sold). One says it retains its kedusha and is assur to use for other purposes, because there was 
no transaction (like the payment of money) that removed the kedusha. The other says that the kedusha is 
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removed, because the gift must have been given in return for some benefit that the town received from the 
recipient of the gift. Therefore, it is like a sale and the kedusha is removed.  

• A Braisa says, “tashmishei mitzvah” (items used for a mitzvah) may be thrown away (they have no inherent 
kedusha). “Tashmishei kedusha” (items used for matters of kedusha) must be hidden away when they are no 
longer used. “Tashmishei mitzvah” includes: succah, lulav, shofar, and tzitzis. Tashmishei kedusha includes: the 
bags used for seforim, tefillin, and mezuzos, the case used for a Sefer Torah, the case used for tefillin,, and the 
tefillin straps.  

o Rava said, initially I thought that the bimah has no kedusha, because the Sefer Torah is never placed 
directly on it (it is placed on a cloth on top of the bimah). However, I then saw that the Torah is at times 
placed directly onto the bimah. Therefore, I consider it a tashmishei kedusha, and it may not be used for 
any other purpose.  

o Rava said, initially I thought that the curtains that line the Aron Kodesh on the inside do not have 
kedusha, because they only serve the purpose of lining the Aron Kodesh, which itself only serves the 
Sefer Torah. However, I saw that at times they fold the curtain underneath the Sefer Torah and place 
the Torah onto the curtain. Therefore, I now consider it to be a tashmishei kedusha, which has kedusha 
itself.  

o Rava said, if an Aron Kodesh falls apart, we may use the material to build a smaller Aron, but may not 
use it to build a bimah. 

o Rava said, if the curtains that line the inside of the Aron become worn out, they may be used to make 
covers for a Sefer Torah, but not for a sefer containing only one of the chumashim.  

o Rava said, the bags used for chumashim, and the case used for a Sefer Torah have the status of 
tashmishei kedusha, and must be hidden when no longer used (rather than thrown out).  

▪ Q: This seems obvious!? A: We would think these are made for protection, not for the honor of 
the sefarim. Therefore he teaches that they are tashmishei kedusha.  

o There was a shul that was connected (via an opening) to a room in which a meis was lying. There were 
Kohanim who wanted to go and daven in the shul. Rava told them, “Take the Aron and use it to block 
the opening. Since the Aron is not mekabel tumah (it is meant to remain in its place), it will block the 
tumah from entering the shul as well”. The Rabanan said to Rava, “There are times when the Aron is 
moved for the benefit of the Sefer Torah, and if so it is not something that is meant to remain 
stationary!” Rava said, if so, it cannot prevent the tumah from entering the shul. 

o Mar Zutra said, if the cloth wrappings of a Sefer Torah became worn out, we can use them to make 
tachrichin for a meis mitzvah, and this can be the method of burying the wrappings.  

o Rava said, if a Sefer Torah became worn out, it should be buried next to a talmid chochom, even one 
who only learned the simple halachos.  

▪ R’ Acha bar Yaakov said, the Torah should be placed into an earthenware vessel, to prevent its 
further deterioration.  

• R’ Pappi in the name of Rava said, we may convert a Beis Hakneses to a Beis Medrash, but not the other way 
around. R’ Pappa in the name of Rava said, the exact opposite.  

o R’ Acha said, R’ Pappi’s version seems correct, because R’ Yehoshua ben Levi said that we may convert 
a Beis Hakneses into a Beis Medrash.  

o Bar Kappara darshened a pasuk that discusses the time of the Churban and describes the structures that 
were destroyed: “Beis Hashem” refers to the Beis Hamikdash, “Beis hamelech” refers to the palace, 
“Batei Yerushalayim” refers to the houses, “Beis gadol” is a matter of machlokes between R’ Yochanan 
and R’ Yehoshua ben Levi – one says it refers to a Beis Medrash, and the other says it refers to a Beis 
Hakneses.  

▪ From the statement of R’ Yehoshua ben Levi, above, we can prove that he was the one who said 
that “Beis gadol” refers to a Beis Medrash, because he considers it greater than a Beis Hakneses.  

 


